Modern content management built for insurance.

Put the power of productivity in your team’s hands with modern content management and intelligent workflow, designed specifically for insurance. ImageRight is accessible anywhere with all the tools necessary to do more business while driving consistency and compliance across your organization.

Features you need:

**Intuitive folder structure**: File-based document management that matches how work is organized in claims, underwriting, and distribution.

**Intelligent workflows**: Ensure that the right work is routed to the right person, at the right time, with built-in support for insurance processes and scenarios.

**Process automation**: Cut down on steps and clicks for your staff by automating common workflows and repetitive tasks.

**Access any time, any place**: Provide the flexibility to securely access information from the field or from home via modern browsers.

**Modern user experience**: Our intuitive interface helps standardize processes so your team can get more done every day.

**Extensible integrations**: Open architecture and modern APIs enable easy integration with your technology ecosystem.

Some customers have seen potential for:

- Improved claims efficiency and underwriting effectiveness
- Reduced combined ratio
- Expanded collaboration between stakeholders
- Reduced E&O exposure

Real-time insights for continuous improvement

To meet the increasing demand for customer service, eliminate bottlenecks, and make staffing/workload adjustments, managers and executives need a complete view of their business. With ImageRight, you can answer the following questions:

1. How are my teams performing?
2. Where is our time being spent?
3. Are we meeting service levels?
4. Do I need to adjust staffing levels?